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Trinity Community Responds Post-balcony Collapse
Dean DiChristina, Dean
Card, CFO Hitchell,
and witnesses speak out
CHRIS BULFINCH ’18
NEWS EDITOR
Hushed voices echoed
around the still, humid
air of Trinity’s chapel on
Sunday Sept. 11. As Chaplain Alison Read rose and
planted herself in front of
the assembled students,
faculty, and administrators, the voices petered off.
Sideways glances turned
toward the Chaplain, who
began to speak. Her words
were not so important as
the reason she stood before
those seated in the pews,
a flock united not by any
particular belief but by a
sense of mutual concern
and a kind of grief. Chap-

lain Read was, of course,
addressing the collapse of
a balcony at 1715 Broad
Street, at a party hosted by
brothers of Kappa Sigma.
The night of Sept. 10 began like any other weekend
night. Erin Gannon ’19 and
Julianna Leone ’17 both
reflected on the normalcy
of the evening in the hours
and minutes leading up to
the accident: “It was going
to be a great night,” said
Leone, “I remember how
exciting it all was.” Gannon
remembers spending time
with rowing teammates before going out to the party.
The party was a major
event of the weekend. A
Facebook group had been
created by members of
the fraternity days in advance, and hundreds of invitations had been issued.
see BALCONY on page 3

Senior Spotlight
SGA President Ryan Miller sits down with The Tripod
KELLY VAUGHAN ’17
SOCIAL MEDIA
COORDINATOR

Regardless of whether
you are part of the Class of
2017, 2018, 2019, or 2020,
most likely you have met our
Senior in the Spotlight, Ryan
Miller ’17. If you haven’t met
him, you have definitely
heard his name. Ryan Miller
currently serves as the President of the Student Government Association (SGA), has
been a leader of the pre-orientation program Quest for
three years, is a tour guide
for the Admissions Office,
and is passionate about
his Political Science and
Chinese language studies.
Originally from Quincy,
MA, Miller immersed himself in the campus community from the start, by participating in Quest, a four
or 10-day hike through the
Appalachian Mountain Trail
for incoming first-year students. Miller told The Tripod
that Quest has been one of
his most meaningful experiences during his past three
years at Trinity, and he especially has enjoyed seeing previous Quest participants become leaders of the program,
such as Chloe White ’18 and
Stew Williams ’18. When

asked what it is like being a
leader of Quest rather than
a participant, Miller reflected, “It’s a totally different experience. I like it a lot more
because you get to be the one
asking the questions, getting to know everyone, and
driving the conversation. It’s
a cool position to be in because I’m walking with and
also truly getting to know
a handful of people.” Miller
said he loves seeing the students he previously led on
Quest thriving in the Trinity community, whether it
be “doing research or [being
involved] with their respective clubs or going abroad,
it’s a really cool thing to see.”
Forming these personal connections with fellow
students is a hallmark of
Miller’s role in the campus
community. As a tour guide,
Miller said one of his favorite
things is seeing matriculated
students on campus that he
previously gave tours to. Although it is rare, Miller does
“have one story with [junior]
Bianca Shea. When she came
in the fall, she told me that
the one piece of advice she remembers from the tour was
that everyone should have a
see MILLER on page 8

COURTESY OF Jared Hamburg ’17
The triple-decker balcony collapse sent a total of 32 students to local hospitals with injuries.

Pan American Squash Organ
Festival
Championships
Preview
Trinity hosts the 24th Pan American Squash
Championships at Kellner Center from Sept. 18 to 24
RYAN MURPHY ’17
SPORTS EDITOR
Trinity College squash is
one of the most prolific collegiate athletics programs
in the world. The men’s
program has won 15 of the
last 18 Potter Cups under
the direction of head coach

Paul Assaiante, while the
women’s team has captured
three of the last 15 Howe
Cups under Wendy Bartlett, most recently in 2014.
This week, it’s not a
championship that brings
Trinity College squash to
the forefront, though, but
see SQUASH on page 11

COURTESY OF Ryan Murphy ’17
Athletes from 15 different countries will compete in the championship.

Festival celebrates
accomplishments of organists
ANDREW HATCH ’17
BUSINESS MANAGER
Hailed as being on of the
greatest engineering accomplishments of the middle ages, the advent of the
organ ushered in a new age
of liturgical music. Despite
the intimidating presence
of the instrument, it has
been a favorite subject matter of academics for centuries. While the organ on its
own is a bit of a menacing
instrument, Trinity’s organ, with over 6,000 pipes,
is one of the largest in New
England and was crafted
by renowned Austin Organs of Hartford, who have
constructed a number of organs across New England.
The organ holds a special place in Trinity’s history. As home to one of
the most highly respected
organ-scholars
program
in the country, Trinity
see FESTIVAL on page 9
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Tripod Editorial
The Value of On-Campus News
The cornerstone of our
Constitution, the Bill of
Rights outlines in its First
Amendment the power
and the importance of a
free press. The Founding
Fathers endorsed this
right as a mechanism
for placing power in the
hands of the people, helping them shape the social
and political climate of
their country and hold
their leaders accountable.
This is no truer than
on small college campuses like Trinity. Due
to small class sizes and
an undergraduate population barely hitting
2,500, Trinity students
are in a unique position
to make a real impact on
the community-at-large,
making big ripples in a
relatively small pond.
Student-run newspapers on college campuses
provide a forum in which
their peers can speak
freely and have a mission

to foster a meaningful discussion between members
of the student body that
may be more thoughtful
than a twenty word tweet
or more original than a
assignment
submitted
for class. By voicing their
opinion in a forum unique
to Trinity and read by
campus
community
members, students can
foster the kind of campus culture they desire.
Similarly,
campus
newspapers hold their
leaders accountable by
providing a direct connection between the student
body and the administration. They provide an
outlet where interested
students have the opportunity to directly interview school officials
and
administrators.
Campus news can also
impact national headlines. For example, the
recent balcony collapse.
While
administrators

have been hesitant to address the media at large,
they felt compelled to
speak to The Tripod. Additionally,
student-run
newspapers
hold
the
ability to expose potentially unsavory collegiate
administrative
practices, practices media outlets may have no inclination to investigate.
For The Tripod to be
successful, there must be
a symbiotic relationship
between the student body
and the newspaper, which
depends on students to
share their experiences
and voice their opinions.
Increasing participation
in this capacity will only
serve to enrich the student experience for all living together as members
of a campus community.

- AG & CCSN

The Trinity Tripod has been published by the students of Trinity College since 1904.
Its staff members are committed to the reporting and distribution of news and
ideas that are relevant to the College community. The Tripod is published weekly on
Tuesdays during the academic year. Student subscription is included in the Student
Activities Fee (SAF). For non-students looking to subscribe, a one-semester subscription costs $30.00 and a one-year subscription costs $50.00. Please address all
correspondence to:
300 Summit St. Box 702582
Hartford, CT 06106-3100
Phone: (860) 297-2584

Opinions expressed in Tripod editorials represent the views of the executive board
of The Trinity Tripod. Those opinions do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the
Tripod staff as a whole. Also, opinions expressed in the Opinion section belong to the
writers themselves and do not represent the views of the Tripod staff.

Study
Away Fair
2016

The Trinity Tripod gladly accepts letters to the editor from
Trinity College students, faculty, staff, and alumni. The
Tripod reserves the right to edit for grammar and refuse
publication. Please limit letters to 400 words or less. Email
letters to tripod@trincoll.edu no later than the Saturday
prior to publishing.

Learn about semester,
full year, and summer
study away
programs in more than
40 countries
around the world!

The Tripod is always looking for new writers
and contributors.
If you are interested in writing, please send
an email to
tripod@trincoll.edu
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Please visit our website: www.tripod.trincoll.
edu. Articles are published online each week.
Follow us on Twitter @TrinityTripod and
visit our Facebook page at facebook.com/
TrinityTripod.

Corrections

-

Wednesday,
October 5,
2016
4:00 – 7:00PM
WASHINGTON ROOM,
MATHER HALL

Errors and Comments
tripod@trincoll.edu

Meet with returned
study away students,
program
representatives, Trinity
faculty
and Office of Study
Away staff
For more information please
contact:
The Office of Study Away
66 Vernon Street
Tel: 860-297-2005
Email: studyaway@trincoll.edu
Web: www.trincoll.edu/
StudyAway/

NEWS
Balcony Collapse Sends 32 Students to the Hospital
Continued from page 1
The house was entirely inhabited by members
of the Kappa Sigma fraternity who had recently moved into the Broad
Street location, having
previously resided on Allen Place. The party, billed
as a “housewarming party,” had been registered
with the college. When the
balcony collapsed the party had only just begun according to Sophia Gourley
’17. “The party started in
good spirits and responsibility… a lot of socializing,
laughing and dancing,” as
Brian Grasso ’17 put it.
Then,
a
cracking
sound and the piercing
stab of screams cleaved
the
summer
evening.
The third floor balcony
collapsed onto the second,
which in turn descended
onto the first in a tumbling avalanche of wood
and metal. Nick DiBenedetto ’17, described it as
a “domino effect,” elaborating that the scene
was “bloody, traumatic...
everything was mayhem.”
Students who managed
to emerge from the wreckage immediately turned
around to help those still
trapped, while others notified the police. Frantic
911 calls mingled with
the screams of the injured
and the cries of those filled
with concern for their
friends and classmates.
First responders and

Campus Safety were on
the scene within minutes,
and had to pry worried
students away from the
site. Though much of the
wreckage had already
been removed by students,
firefighters and paramedics quickly cleared the
remaining debris, helping the last injured and
affected students receive
the care they needed.
Small knots of students
had formed as those uninjured were consoled,
voices strained with fear
and confusion. Dean of
Campus Life Joe DiChristina and Dean of Students
Chris Card also responded
and were at 1715 Broad
Street trying to sound out
the unfolding situation.
Campus Safety sent
an email out a little before midnight to inform the Trinity community of the incident.
Gradually, the crowd
that surrounded 1715
Broad Street and covered
Crescent Street and the
adjoining parking lots began to disperse. Many left
for dorms, talking in harried tones on phones to
friends, trying to ensure
that they were alright. As
the entire campus gradually became aware of the
ongoing horror on Broad
Street, students went back
to their dorms and to their
friends, while in many
places around campus,
the usual Saturday night
activities continued. The

lights and music of some
of the other frat houses played into the night.
The following days saw
a mixture of relief and reconnoitering. Trinity’s administration was quick to
reach out, informing the
entire campus to the resources available to help
students through any form
of trauma brought about
by the balcony collapse.
Student responses to the
tragedy varied from the
compassionate to the crass
and tasteless; a Yik Yak
post appeared a few days
after the accident showing
1715 Broad Street before
the accident with a picture of the now-ubiquitous
Harambe on the balconies
captioned “the truth.”
Alec Buffamonte ’17,
Kappa Sigma’s president,
speaking in regard to the
incident said, “We don’t
necessarily feel responsible for what happened,
but we feel badly that
people came to see us and
were injured on our property.” He elaborated that
the college is not pursuing any investigation of
Kappa Sigma and has
taken full responsibility,
a statement corroborated by Dean DiChristina.
Discussions about liability and legal ramifications began almost immediately after the collapse.
Already coming to light are
the facts that the College
itself owned the property
and maintained it through

a real estate company
company, Shimkus, Murphy, and Lemkuil; within
these discussions are mentions of structural integrity, local zoning laws, and
individual accountability.
Additionally, the company
manages 13 other properties on Trinity’s behalf;
notices have been sent to
the residents of two of the
properties warning them
against going out on their
balconies. The precise form
of all of the upcoming legal proceedings is unclear.
Some students registered disappointment with
the College in the wake
of incident. Buffamonte
commented that “the College should have done its
due diligence… they have
an obligation to make
sure that their properties
are safe.” Gourley echoed
these sentiments, stating
“There is absolutely no
reason why there should
be unsafe infrastructure at
this school. This accident
could have been entirely prevented by a simple
inspection of the way the
balconies were secured to
the house, and that should
be taken very seriously.”
Many observers simply
expressed gratitude that
the incident did not result
in more dire consequences.
The Tripod reached out to
the Deputy Chief of Hartford Police Brian Foley
and received no comment.
Deputy Chief Foley did
Tweet a number of times

throughout the night to
communicate the ongoing
events, at one point tweeting a picture of drinking
paraphernalia on top of the
balcony wreckage, sardonically noting “Yup. That’s
a three-story beer bong.”
Trinity’s
administration has contracted an
independent investigator
to examine the property’s
structural integrity, circumventing the property
management
company.
The College is no longer
investigating the Kappa
Sigma fraternity itself for
responsibility in regards to
the incident. The College
reached out to those injured to communicate the
establishment of a fund to
help defray affected students’ medical expenses.
In the Chapel the day
following the incident
stony faces and upturned
eyes fell upon a few Trinity administrators; the
grim day made all the
more so by the chaos of
the night before. President
Berger-Sweeney, Dean DiChristina, Dean Card, and
Chaplain Read all spoke,
expressing their sentiments of sympathy while
simultaneously assuring
the community of the resources availible to help
with coping. They also
made note of the quick action Trinity students presented that night, lauding
their selfless concern for
others and immediate impulse to help their peers.

Strategic Planning Commision Officially Underway
ERIN GANNON ’18
A&E EDITOR
On Sept. 8, President Joanne Berger-Sweeney officially kick-started the Bicentennial Strategic Planning
Commission (BSPC) during
Common Hour in the newly
renovated Cave. The BSPC
formed at the end of the
2016 spring semester, with
aims to “guide plans in several areas of the College as
we approach and enter into
our third century” in 2023.
The BSPC is divided into
two parts- a Steering Committee (SC) and five subcommittees aimed at improving
various areas of the College.
The five focus groups cover
Partnering with Hartford,
A Global College, Learning and Skill Development
Inside and Outside of the
Classroom,
Resources,
and Facilities and Environmental
Sustainability.
The SC will lead and

guide the subcommittees
in their efforts, ultimately
consolidating into one document the individual reports
that the subcommittees are
working to produce. Each
document will summarize
the plans for their respective areas of focus. President Berger-Sweeney chairs
the SC which includes the
Secretary of Faculty, the
co-chairs of each of the subcommittees, the president
of the Student Government Association, and the
chairs of the exempt and
non-exempt staff councils.
The Partnering with
Hartford
subcommittee
seeks to strengthen the relationship between Trinity
and the local community.
Co-chaired by Professor
of Applied Science, Susan
Masino and the President’s
Chief of Staff, Jason Rojas,
the subcommittee poses
critical questions that touch
upon partnerships in Hart-

ford, the immediate surrounding community, and
Trinity’s urban connection.
The subcommittee focusing on A Global College is cochaired by Vice President for
Academic Affairs and Dean
of the Faculty Tim Cresswell,
and Professor of Language
and Culture Studies Anne
Lambright. The subcommittee focuses on enhancing
Trinity’s global engagement
by identifying global demographic trends in order to
align the College with the
rapidly changing world.
Associate Professor of
English Chris Hager, and
Dean of Academic Affairs
Melanie Stein co-chair the
Learning and Skill Development Inside and Outside
of the Classroom subcommittee. The group focuses
on the best strategies for
student development in
both academic and co-curricular contexts & how to
best prepare students for

today’s global environment.
The Resources subcommittee is co-chaired by Vice
President of Finance and
Chief Operating Officer Dan
Hitchell, and Professor of
Political Science Kevin McMahon. Their aim is to balance the College’s modern
financial needs while preserving the endowment and
intergenerational
equity.
The last subcommittee,
Facilities
and
Environmental Sustainability, is
co-chaired by Professor of
Fine Arts Kathy Curran,
and General Counsel and
Secretary of the College
Deke Mathieu. The subcommittee poses critical
questions which focus on
preserving Trinity’s historic
campus whilst maintaining
environmental sustainability and financial feasibility.
At the event, President
Berger-Sweeney invited attendees to contribute their
ideas by placing sticky

notes on posters that were
hanging around the Cave
with suggestions and recommendations in response
to each of the subcommittees critical focus questions.
Members of the SC handed out drafts of a new mission
statement, and asked members of the Trinity community for feedback. Ultimately,
three possible drafts will be
produced and voted upon
by the Board of Trustees.
The BSPC provides members of the ever-expanding
Trinity community with a
unique opportunity to shape
the growth of the College
as it enters its 3rd century, while looking back on
its nearly-200-year history.
“Times change, things
evolve,”
Berger-Sweeney commented after the
event. “Now is the time
for members of the community to contribute their
ideas and help shape the
future of Trinity College.”
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Campus Safety to Investigate Series of Car Break-ins
JORDAN GERSHWIN ’19
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
After returning to campus, and preparing for
their first week of classes
with excitement and enthusiasm, many students
were alarmed when informed that several vehicles on campus had been
broken into on the evening of Sept. 8. Following
a series of vehicle breakins that occurred during
the first week of classes,
Campus Safety continues
to investigate the incidents in conjunction with
the Hartford Police Department. The following
afternoon, an email from
Campus
Safety
Office
Assistant Jorge Lugo to
students, staff, and faculty of the college detailed
four incidents of theft reported in several parking lots across campus.
The first incident, reported to Campus Safety at 2:00 am on Sept. 8,
occurred in the Crescent
Street parking lot, where
an owner’s manual was
stolen from a vehicle and
later “discarded nearby.”
Lugo’s email reported that,
“several juvenile suspects”

were located in connection
to this incident. Though
no other information was
provided, Campus Safety
believes the suspects were
between the ages of sixteen and twenty years old.
The following morning,
another ransacked vehicle was reported to Campus Safety at 6:15 a.m.
The trunk and one of the
doors were left open by the
perpetrators but no items
had been stolen. The vehicle had been parked in
the lot located at 76 Vernon Street. Shortly after
this incident was reported,
another student notified
Campus Safety that the
rear passenger window
of his vehicle parked in
the lot on Summit Street
and Allen Place had been
smashed and the perpetrators had stolen money
stored inside the vehicle.
The last reported incident, which occurred in
the Alpha Delta Phi parking lot on Vernon Street,
resulted in a student’s
vehicle being stolen from
the premises. The vehicle
was reported as stolen to
the Hartford Police Department and entered into
the National Crime Infor-

mation Center (NCIC), a
national repository of law
enforcement information
and ongoing investigations, including records of
vehicles reported as stolen. Overall, six vehicles
were broken into between
Thursday
and
Friday.
Director of Campus
Safety Brian J. Heavren
explained that the opportunistic perpetrators were
in search of vehicles they
could conveniently access. “We believe that this
group worked as one unit
and travelled across the
different parking lots on
campus, over the period of
an hour or two. No specific
type of vehicle was targeted, but the perpetrators
worked together in search
of cars that were unlocked
or those they knew held
valuable items,” Heavren
explained. Although the
affected parking lots are
consistently
monitored
with surveillance cameras,
the identities of the perpetrators were generally
indistinguishable from the
footage collected, which
was submitted to the Hartford Police Department
for further examination.
These incidents are

being investigated in connection to the rising incidents of car theft in recent
months that have been
occurring throughout the
city of Hartford and nearby suburban towns. Lugo’s email reported that,
“In recent weeks the city
and surrounding towns
have seen an increase in
theft of personal property from motor vehicles
and motor vehicle thefts.”
In August, Deputy Hartford Police Chief Brian Foley responded to the statewide surge of car thefts by
issuing a warning to car
owners of newer model vehicles with key fobs, which
were a factor in the recent
on campus thefts. Models
with key fobs are particularly susceptible to theft
due to the ease of access
to the vehicle. Heavren
explained that the sudden
popularity of new key fob
technology has led to new
security concerns since
it can make owners susceptible to theft, especially since many choose to
leave their key fobs inside
their vehicles out of convenience. Suspects can start
the ignition with the press
of a button, and steal a car

with little effort or force.
When asked how students can protect their
vehicles from theft in the
future, Heavren responded, “Safety is a joint effort
between students, Campus Safety, and the College
individually. We ask students to make their cars as
sterile as possible by leaving valuables in the trunk,
and not storing money or
electronics in visible areas that can be observed
from the outside.” A list
of recommendations for
preventing future occurrences of theft was distributed to students, also
suggesting that students
park in locations that are
“busy and well lit,” as well
as ensuring that all doors
and windows are secured.
As these incidents are
the first to occur within
the fall semester, there is
a collective hope to raise
awareness and foster a
safer, more aware community. Campus Safety is
committed to preventing
theft in the future and remains in contact with the
Hartford Police Department to resolve the most
recent incidents as quickly
and effectively as possible.

Five New Trustees Appointed to Board in August 2016
GILLIAN REINHARD ’20
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The Trinity College Board
of Trustees provides consistent leadership to lead Trinity College through the school
year and guide the community. The Trustees, a group of
35 dedicated leaders, are chosen based on their support
of the College, their skills
and the diversity they offer.
In August 2016, President
Berger-Sweeney
appointed five new members to the
Board, representing a wide
array of experiences and
roles within the community.
The first new trustee is
Scott C. Butera ’88 P ’18, P
’20, serves as the commissioner of the Arena Football League and the CEO of
Foxwoods Resort Casino. At
Trinity, Butera was a member of the football team and
obtained a B.A. in Economics
in 1988. After graduating, he
pursued an M.B.A. at the
New York University Leonard N. Stern School of Business and entered a career of
investment banking at companies such as Credit Suisse
First Boston, Smith Barney
and UBS Investment Bank.
Additionally, Butera served
as CEO of Tropicana Enter-

tainment, COO of the Cosmopolitan Resort and Casino, and president, COO, and
Executive Vice President of
Trump Entertainment Resorts, Inc. An active member of the Trinity community, Butera will undoubtedly
play an important role in the
College’s continued success.
Steven A. Elmendorf ’82
graduated from Trinity with
a B.A. in History. With an
extensive political career in
Washington, D.C., Elmendorf served as Chief of Staff
to House Democratic Leader
Dick Gephardt and additionally worked as a senior campaign adviser to Gephardt,
John Kerry, and Hillary
Clinton. Elmendorf has appeared as a commentator on
CNN, Fox News and CNBC
and is also distinguished as
a national leader for LGBT
rights. He is the co-founder
of the consulting firm Subject
Matter. As a member of the
Board of Trustees, Elmendorf
adds another title to his involvement at Trinity, which
includes being a past member of the Board of Fellows
as well as a guest lecturer.
Elizabeth “Liz” Elting
’87 graduated Trinity College with a B.A. in French
and Spanish. After earning

an M.B.A. from New York
University, she pursued a career in foreign languages by
working in sales and production at Euramerica. Later,
Elting became to co-founder
and co-CEO of TransPerfect,
the world’s largest privately
held provider of language
and technology solutions
for global business. She is
regularly profiled in news
outlets such as The New
York Times, The Wall Street
Journal and The Huffington
Post. Elting is also the recipient of accolades including “Woman of the Year”
by American Express and
Entrepreneur
Magazine,
the “Distinguished Alumnae” Award from New York
University and Forbes’ Top
50 American
Self-Made
Women. Elting is from a
family of Trinity alumni, is
a member of the Trinity’s
Women’s Leadership Council, the Founder’s Council
and was awarded the College’s Alumni Medal for
Excellence in 2007. In her
new role with the Board of
Trustees, Elting continues to
give back to the community.
Pamela D. McKoin P ’15
became involved in Trinity
as a parent. A graduate of
the University of Cincinnati

and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Center
for Real Estate, McKoin has
over thirty years of experience in real estate and business development. Currently,
she serves as Vice President
of Business Development at
Cornerstone Real Estate Advisers. The company, headquartered in Hartford, is one
of the world’s largest real
estate investment managers. At Cornerstone, McKoin
helps to market the firm’s
services to the public, works
with foundations and endowments, and handles consultant relations. Before working with Cornerstone Real
Estate Advisers, McKoin
worked for Spaulding & Slye
Real Estate Developers, the
City of New York’s Economic
Development Corporation,
and Clarion Partners, as well
as her own firm, Mac Development Company. McKoin is
actively involved in the Hartford community through
the Executive Committee of
Reach Prep’s board, as an
officer of the Board of Trustees of the Amistad Center for
Art and Culture in Hartford,
and on the Advisory Committee for the Urban League
of Southern Connecticut.
Richard W. Wagner ’83, P

’18, graduated from Trinity
with a B.S. in Biochemistry.
After Trinity, Wagner obtained a Ph.D. in Chemistry
from Brown University and
was a postdoctoral fellow at
the University of Pennsylvania. He then began an over
25-year career in science and
management, that included Praecis Pharmaceuticals
and Gilead Science. Wagner
began his own company in
small molecule drug discovery, X-Chem, Inc., a groundbreaking platform for recording synthetic history of
molecules. He has pioneered
research in immuneoncology
and therapeutics in fibrosis
and cancer. Wagner remains
an active participant in the
Trinity community as a former member of the Board of
Fellows, and as a parent of
a current Trinity student,
he now adds the Board of
Trustees to his involvement.
The
Trinity
College
Board of Trustees serve due
to their desire to help Trinity reach its full potential.
The recently selected members are just five examples
of the dedication, passion
and skillset of the Board
and will undeniably provide an important impact
on the Trinity community.

OPINION
Hillary’s Harsh Words Were Not an Overstatement
MATT EPSTEIN ’19
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
At a Sept. 9 fundraiser,
former Secretary of State
and Democratic nominee
for President, Hillary
Clinton made what some
have considered the largest political gaffe of her
campaign, stating that
“you could put half of
Trump’s supporters into
what I call the ‘basket of
deplorables’.” By the next
morning, the Trump campaign, as well as many Republicans had condemned
her
comments,
with
Trump himself labeling
her remarks as “insulting to millions of amazing, hardworking people”.
In the wake of the
criticism
surrounding
her statements, Clinton
apologized, calling her
words “grossly generalistic.” While her comments
were likely a less-than-in-

telligent political move,
they do beg an important
question: was she right?
At this point in the
presidential race, it’s no
secret that the Trump

sess Secretary Clinton’s
comments, it is necessary
to look at potential correlations between presidential polls and those
surrounding issues of

“...saying that a specific group of
people is especially violent because of their skin color or religion is textbook bigotry.”
campaign has, at times,
pandered to those who are
racist, sexist, or generally
intolerant toward certain
groups of people. While
all presidential candidates try to appeal to
subsets of people during
their
campaigns,
the
Trump campaign’s rhetoric alone doesn’t necessarily mean that “half” of
his supporters are bigoted
in some way. To better as-

“...then the 59 percent of Trump
supporters who agree that the
President was not born in the
U.S., also harbor at least some
degree of racism.”

bigotry. Since pollsters
can not ask people “are
you a racist?” (who would
say yes?), they ask questions that hint at racism,
and while polls should
always be taken with a
grain of salt, it turns out
that Clinton might not
have been “grossly generalistic,” but spot on.
Since 2011, Donald
Trump has headed the
“birther
movement,”
which claims that President Obama was born
outside of the United
States (although Trump
recently admitted that
this was not true). Many
have regarded the birther
movement as racist, attempting to delegitimize

our first African-American president. If the
movement is in fact rooted in racism, then according to a May 2016 Public
Policy Polling, the 59 percent of Trump supporters
who agree that the President was not born in the
U.S., also harbor at least
some degree of racism. In
the same poll, 65 percent
of Trump supporters said
they think that President
Obama is a Muslim. Now,
maybe questioning our
president’s
birthplace
or religion doesn’t make
you a racist. However, ac-

supporters think that
blacks are “more violent”
than whites. Sure, the
birther movement might
be open to interpretation,
but saying that a specific
group of people is especially violent because of
their skin color or religion is textbook bigotry.
Hillary Clinton’s comment that half of Trump’s
supporters belong in a
“basket of deplorables”
was met with outrage
from the Trump campaign and his constituents alike. Were her
comments politically in-

“...while polls should always
be taken with a grain of salt, it
turns out that Clinton might not
have been ‘grossly generalistic,’
but spot on. ”
cording to a 2016 ANES
poll, over 75 percent of
Trump supporters feel
that Muslims are more violent than whites; a Reuters poll conducted from
March-June 2016 found
that nearly half of Trump

correct? They might have
been. Were they factually incorrect? That depends on your definition
of deplorable, but there
is no arguing that, at
least half of Trump supporters might be bigots.

Let Freshmen Flock: Nest Program Inconvenient
KIRA EDISON ’20
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
I made lifelong friends
the day that I walked into
kindergarten; I asked to
borrow crayons, shared
my Chips Ahoy at lunch,
and formed a relationship
with my best friend in the
time-out corner. I wasn’t
required to make new
friends for twelve years
because the twenty-seven individuals that graduated high school with
me were all present in
kindergarten. Those relationships forged by crayons and Chips Ahoy were
maintained by hours of
shared time in and out of
the classroom. My friendship-making skills were
rusty when I arrived at
Trinity, and I was initially
thankful that I had been
placed in Minty Nest because it served as an easy
excuse to make my presence known and hopefully force friendships.
The first Nest meeting
took place directly after
matriculation and can be
most accurately described
as 20 minutes of awkward
small talk, endless repetition of names, and dozens of students staring at
the floor trying to avoid

tearful eye-contact after
bidding farewell to their
families. Unfortunately,
the night’s Nest interactions were not the jackpot for friends that I was
looking for. I was uncomfortable and felt unnatural. I quickly discovered
that the tactics I had used
in kindergarten to create
friendships were not so
different from those that
I would need to use in my
first few days at college.
There was nothing wrong
or awkward about asking
to borrow a pencil in lieu
of crayons, I did not have
to be ashamed to speak to
someone about my sweet
tooth for chocolate chip
cookies, and I have bonded with my newfound
friends in the common
room instead of the timeout corner. Friendships
come
naturally
when
you open yourself up to
the
opportunity;
they
don’t need to be forced.
Orientation
trudged
on, and from time-to-time
we were corralled back to
our Nests to congregate
with our fellow “Nestlings.” It quickly felt like a
chore to be leashed to your
Nest and whisked away at
sporadic times to engage
in social interaction. The

COURTESY OF John Atashian
Members of the Class of 2020 in the Elms Nest attending a Bantam Network Event.
Class of 2020 was forming friendships outside
of our Nests, and each
awkwardly timed meeting
pulled us out of meaningful conversations, group
activities within residence
halls, and even away from
calls home and necessary time to ourselves.
The Nests were a
splendid idea in theory,
but they seemed to be a
larger and less necessary
version of orientation
groups. Many members
of the Class of 2020 questioned why it was imperative that they were part

of an orientation group,
a Nest, and a First Year
Seminar group. The purposes of each group overlapped and stretched the
social skills of many too
thin. Instead of easing
my transition into college,
the Nest program made
me feel as though I was
incapable of creating relationships on my own.
Essentially,
orientation groups were sufficient to help first-year
students transition. Students will naturally settle
into a comfort zone once
they discover individu-

als with shared interests
through classes and extracurricular
activities.
The Nest program was
just one more thing added
to the plates of stressed,
nervous
freshmen.
In a positive light, the
Nest program taught me
that I was more successful in making friends
and finding my way in
college when I did it naturally. I simply needed
to see that I was capable
of transitioning into college and new friendships,
and the Nests taught me
that important lesson.
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Voting Third-Party Candidate to Balance the Rebellion
JAMES CALABRESI ’20
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Once upon a time the
Republican and Democratic parties produced respectable candidates that
the vast majority of their
respective constituencies
could support. Today, we
find ourselves in a world
where large amounts
of the American public
–– up to 47 percent, ac-

an Party could be the perfect solution. As flocks of
people argue over whether Clinton or Trump are
worse, others find themselves
turning to the
trustworthy and earnest
third-party candidates.
Unfortunately for Stein
and Johnson, the small
amount of coverage they
receive from the media
may be too-little-too-late.
In recent polls, both can-

“For young voters, these third-party candidates are the future.”
cording to a Wall Street/
NBC News poll –– for a
third-party candidate in
November. Some of these
Americans want a second
chance after what many
are calling a “failed” primary process. Others are
just tuning in now, wishing they could change
the station or wake up
from this bad dream.
For these disaffected
Americans, Jill Stein of
the Green Party and Gary
Johnson of the Libertari-

didates failed thus far
to reach the 15 percent
threshold to qualify for
the national debates. This
lack of exposure could
well lead to the negative
cycle that pervades in
third-party politics: the
lack of media coverage
yields loss of popularity.
So why vote for a
third-party when you
could use your vote to
help stop Trump or Clinton? Johnson’s answer to
that is seen in his viral

GET A HEAD START
ON TOMORROW.

“Balanced Rebellion” advertisement, which features Abraham Lincoln
beseeching the public to
vote Libertarian. Old Abe
tells you that your vote
won’t go to waste because
if you vote for Clinton to
stop Trump, someone else
will vote for Trump to
stop Clinton. With both of
you promising to now vote
third-party, the rebellion
is “balanced.” Such novel
ideas are crucial to gain
coverage and attention for
third-party candidacies.
Although Jill Stein
attracts many ex-Bernie
Sanders fans, she still
has trouble gaining widespread attention and continues to protest the lack
of media coverage covering her campaign. Bold
public acts like these help
Stein gain name recogni-

negative. She was recently ‘caught’ by the media
spray painting a bulldozer over the controversial
Dakota Access Pipeline.
She plans to protest the
15 percent threshold for
debates by attending a
picket-line outside the

“With an increase in support from
Millennials, either major candidate
could eke out a win in November...”
first presidential debate.
For young voters, these
third-party
candidates
are the future. A recent
Quinnipiac poll found
that among Millennial
voters aged 18-34, 31 percent would vote for Clinton, 29 percent pledged to
vote for Johnson, 26 per-

“...public acts like these help Stein
gain name recognition and do capture
media attention, even if it is negative.”
tion and do capture media attention, even if it is

sults of polls like this are
important to Republican
and Democratic officials
because Millennials are
one of the largest generations in U.S. history. Millennial votes could shape
the future of these parties. Unfortunately, many

cent for Trump, and 15
percent for Stein. The re-

Millennials are unhappy
with the results of this
primary race. Many Democrats are dismayed by recent DNC leaks, pointing
to a potentially ‘rigged’
Democratic
primary,
while traditional Republican voters are upset that
their party could embrace
such an abrasive nominee
as Donald Trump. With
an increase in support
from Millennials, either
major candidate could
eke out a win in November, but the question remains: is it too late for a
third-party
candidate?
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Trinstagram: Showcasing the Top Dorm-spiration
AMANDA MUCCIO ’18
KATHERINE ROHLOFF ’19
FEATURES EDITORS

Summer Internship Highlights: Hope Gillan ’18

KATHERINE ROHLOFF ’19

FEATURES EDITOR
To be a Trinity student
on the cutting edge of fashion design in New York City
is a dream that became a
reality for Hope Gillan ’18.
Gillan scored an internship
with Xcel Brands as a Business Development Intern
this summer. Xcel Brands
is a fashion brand management company located on

Broadway in the heart of
New York City. Beginning
from humble roots selling on
HSN and QVC, Xcel Brands
now owns the licensing to C
Wonder, Judith Ripka, and
H by Halston, to name a few.
Gillan found out about
Xcel Brand’s internship opportunity through Trinity’s
CareerLink. After submitting her application, she
received an interview offer
which was followed by a call-

back interview conducted in
their previous office building located on 10th Avenue.
Throughout the summer,
Gillan commuted from her
home in Manhasset, Long
Island to Penn Station,
which was within walking distance of her office.
Gillan worked in the
Business Development Department transcribing information from hard copy
into Excel and putting that

data into a special computer system called Product
Lifestyles
Management
(PLM). “This system connected our designers, suppliers, producers, and everyone else in the company
so that our different facilities in America and Asia
were able to communicate
easily regarding styles,
partners, and prints,” says
Gillan. “I was happy with
how much responsibility

my boss gave me and how
much trust she put in me”.
There were several other
interns from Trinity. “Although we were all in different departments, it was
nice to see familiar faces
during the day,” says Gillan.
Looking back on her
summer Gillan says, “I
learned a lot about the fashion industry and it was a
good way for me to weed
out possible future careers.”
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Senior Spotlight: SGA President Ryan Miller ’17
Continued from page 1
phone case with an ID
slot in it and she did it.”
Miller said that being a
tour guide has “been a
lot of fun [and] a lot of
good experience. Eddie
[Montenegro, Assistant
Director of Admissions]
has been phenomenal
to work with.” Miller
also jokes that he is “a
pro at the backwards
walk. I’ve had people say
‘Oh, do you backwards
walk on the Appalachian trail with Quest?’”
Within the academic
community, Miller has
truly made the most of
what Trinity has to offer.
Miller said he has been
looking forward to writing a thesis since his first
year and “think[s] it would
be really cool to walk out
of college having accomplished a big research
project. And that’s something that you’re going
to frankly remember 10,
30 years down the line.”
He is currently working on a yearlong thesis
for his Political Science
major, which is inspired
by his experience study-

ing
abroad.
Miller
studied in China and
“loved it, [loved] learning about their culture
and how people perceive the world there.”
Miller is researching
Chinese investment in
Africa and will be “doing
a comparative study with
American investment to
see if China’s investment
is more beneficial, being a
recently developed state,
and America’s being one
that’s been developed for
quite some time now.”
Miller says he will be
“looking at local attitudes,
global perspectives, and
physical
development
in those regions” as
sources for his research.
Despite his deep involvement with the campus community, particularly as the current
student body president,
Miller said he still feels
like he is “a freshman at
heart.” When asked to
reflect upon how he has
been able to accomplish
so much during three
years at Trinity, Miller
thought back to his first
year on Quest when his
leader, who was a senior,

“talked to us about different ways to get involved
on campus, whether it
be joining a club, doing
research, running for
student government, and
that really resonated
with me. And I’ve been
able to join a lot of clubs
and meet a lot of people
that really made my experience here. I think
I’ve obviously learned
a ton in my classes, but
I’ve learned some academic, and some social
lessons from people here
and I encourage freshman now to get involved.
It’s very easy to find a
new passion. Some of
us have more than one.”
With only a year to go,
Miller has aspirations
for how to make Trinity
its best ever, from working with the Bantam
Network to serving on
the steering committee
for Bicentennial planning. As well as arranging a ‘Major Declaration
event,’ “so that when [a
student] declare[s], they
should feel special and
accomplished and they
should know the community they’re joining.”

COURTESY OF Ryan Miller '17
Miller on the Appalachian Trail with other Quest leaders.

COURTESY OF Ryan Miller '17
Miller with President Berger-Sweeney at Commencement.

Trinity Women’s Soccer Kicks ALS to the Curb
SARAH CONNORS ’18
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Last year, the Trinity
College Women’s Soccer
Team organized an Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis
fundraiser walk in honor
of Debbie Barrett. Barrett
is the mother of Karyn
Barrett ’15 who played on

the Women’s Soccer team
(TCWS). Barrett was the
first ever TCWS member named an Academic
All-American,
receiving
All-NESCAC honors in
2014 and was recognized
as NESCAC and Bantam
Player of the Week honors
multiple times throughout
her collegiate soccer career.

Karyn’s mother Debbie,
a beloved member of the
TCWS family, passed away
from ALS during the summer of 2015. Doctors told
the Barrett family that
she would have two to five
years to live, but lived only
a little over seven months
after her diagnosis. This
disease is fast-acting and

currently has no cure.
This year, TCWS is
teaming up with the ALS
Foundation and is raising
money and participating
in Hartford’s “Walk to Defeat ALS” on Sunday, Sept.
25. The team is organizing
a raffle with prizes including a GoPro, FitBit, Giant’s
tickets, and NYC weekend

getaway. If you are interested in purchasing tickets
for the raffle or joining the
team for the walk please
email
maddie.snyder@
trincoll.edu. All contributions will go to ALS Foundation in order benefit
patients like Debbie Barrett, who have left their
loved ones much too soon.

Barnyard’s Welcome Back Concert Stars Shorey ’17
ANNELISE GILBERT ’17
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
This past Friday, EAC
Barnyard hosted its annual Welcome Back Concert
from 8:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.
on the Main Quad. Taking advantage of Trinity’s
talented student body, the
two headliners were Devin
Shorey ’17 and Brian Kelley ’17. The Tripod sat down
with Shorey to learn more
about his artistic roots and
what led to some of his remixes having over 45,000
plays
on
SoundCloud.
When asked about his
early musical influences,
Shorey said, “I was really
inspired by hip-hop producers J Dilla and DJ Premier in high school and
began to make hip-hop music. When I got to Trinity I

decided to start learning
how to make EDM [electronic dance music] music.
I was very inspired at the
time by Viceroy and Kygo.”
At Trinity, his passion
and talent grew. “I’ve only
been making EDM and
house music since the spring
of my freshman year,” said
Shorey. Even though he only
started making EDM in the
last three years, his SoundCloud accounts (@DevinShorey and @DevinShorey-Official) have had much success.
The accounts combined boast
over 900 followers, 2,000
likes, and 90,000 plays. His
music is always evolving. He
has transitioned from making tropical house music to
now experimenting with a
genre called “future bass.”
Shorey explained his
music
making
method,

“usually I start with finding the key and chords of
the song, if it’s a remix, and
a lot of trial and error goes
into to seeing what works.
A lot of the work actually
stems from the engineering
side and making sure your
instruments sound as full
as they can. I still have a
lot of trouble with mixing
and mastering the songs.”
Shorey’s
continuous
learning process of making
music has been highlighted
by some great performances.
When we asked about his
favorite experiences he said,
“getting to open for Young
Bombs last year was one of
the most fun times I’ve had
playing music. Also getting to ‘open’ for Kygo with
Bkaye my sophomore year
was awesome even though
our set got cut short.”

COURTESY OF Katherine Rohloff '19
Shorey performing at the annual Welcome Back Concert.

Arts & Entertainment

In Memoriam: Trinity’s Lost Son Edward Albee Dies
TRIP SLAYMAKER ’18
A&E EDITOR
This week, Trinity College mourns the passing
of one of its most cherished former students,
the playwright Edward
Albee. Initially recognized
for the organic and often
biting dialogue that appears in his most famous
works, Albee is now regarded as one of the great
playwrights of the second
half of the twentieth century. Plays like The Zoo
Story, The Sandbox, and
A Delicate Balance are
popular choices for contemporary theater, and
Albee’s most famous play,
Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf, was adapted in
1966 to the classic film
starring Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton.
Born in 1928, Albee was
adopted into a wealthy
New York family. He was
raised in a circuit of preparatory schools, starting
anew whenever he was expelled. Finally at college
age, Albee came to Trinity in the autumn of 1946.
Though he was likely experiencing early flashes of
creativity, Albee had little
drive to work on his studies. He was expelled from
Trinity after only a year,
as a result of skipping
classes and declining to
attend chapel, which was
mandatory at the time.
Though his rift with
the College would never be mended, Albee had

left Trinity and stepped
into his new life as a playwright. Around age twenty, he arrived in Greenwich Village and began
to study writing. His time
as a young man in New
York lay the foundation
for his writing aesthetic
and saw him start down
the path that would lead
to his great works. Albee
was producing plays and
advocating for American
theater throughout the
1950’s, but did not become monetarily wealthy
or well-known by name
until after 1962, with
the premiere of Who’s
Afraid of Virginia Woolf.
The play takes place in a
professor’s home on the
campus of a small New
England liberal-arts college that some have interpreted as Albee’s sketch
of Trinity, the college he
attended in his youth.
It examines the breakdown of the marriage of
an aging couple, George
and Martha. The two
play host to a younger
couple late at night after a faculty party. The
night begins to devolve
into a drunken emotional rampage as the older
couple draw the young
pair into their neuroses.
After the play became
known, the young playwright was recognized in
many circles as relentlessly intelligent and always several steps ahead
in conversation. His wit
was matched by an em-

COURTESY OF AcademyofAchievement.org.
Highly respected dramatist Edward Albee in 1962, 15 years after leaving Trinity College.
pathetic heart and a tendency toward less than
diligent working habits.
The immediacy of his personality helped to spread
his name and work.
Albee met and fell in love
with a sculptor named
Jonathan Thomas in 1971,
who remained his partner
until Thomas’s death in
2005. This marriage of
more than thirty years
was the central relationship of Albee’s life. Though
he tended to avoid the perceived restrictions of being known only as a “gay
writer,” Albee was openly

gay throughout his career.
He was a firsthand witness
to the milestones of the gay
rights movement and provided a key voice in understanding their importance.
Albee’s later life saw his
renown as a dramatist
continue to grow, and he
began to work as a professor at the University
of Houston. Even in his
seventies, Albee was producing high quality plays,
such as The Goat, or Who
is Sylvia? which premiered
in 2003 and won Albee
his final Tony award.
During his life, Edward

Albee was the recipient
of three Pulitzer Prizes,
and three Tony Awards.
He spent only a year at
Trinity, but if the school
had any effect on his
mind at all, then Trinity
has an important place
in the history of theater.
The fact that the great
playwright Edward Albee walked the paths
each student walks today
is a reminder that we
are all part of the same
long history. He will be
missed and remembered
clearly across generations of Trinity students.

Albert Schweitzer Organ Festival Returns to Trinity
Continued from page 1
has produced a number
of talented young organists
under the tutelage of College Organist and Director
of Chapel Music John Rose.
Perhaps most notably
is Christopher Houlihan
’08, who has performed in
major venues across the
world, and currently serves
as an artist in residence for
the College. While a high
school student in Somers,
CT in 2002, Houlihan won
the High School Division
when
the
competition
took place in Wethersfield.
This year he will act as a
judge for the competition.
“He is now one of the
leading concert organists
in the country and beyond,” Rose said of Houlihan.
For those unfamiliar
with the organ, it can at
times sound like a cacoph-

ony of untamed noise, but
for those talented few who
hone the skill of playing,
it can be an extremely rewarding experience. To
help not only celebrate the
accomplishments of local
organists, but also cultivate more interest, Trinity
is taking part in the Albert
Schweitzer Organ Festival in Hartford this year.
On Sept. 30, the Chapel will host talented high
school
organists
from
around the country and on
Oct. 1 the Chapel will host
a competition for young
professionals. With locations throughout Hartford,
this annual competition
is hailed as being one of
the most competitive in
the nation and provides
talented youth their first
chance at national success.
“I am delighted that
Trinity College has been
chosen to be the new home

to the Albert Schweitzer
Organ Festival and host
its national competitions
for talented young organists in two divisions: High
School and Young Professionals,” Rose said in
anticipation of the event.
For those interested in a
uniquely Trinity experience,
John Rose provides organ
lessons for credit through
the music department to
any interested student.
For members of the Trinity and Hartford communities interested in observing
the festivities, the festival
is open to the public free
of charge. Audience members will be able to vote for
their favorite performer to
win the “Audience Prize.”
The festival will run from
9:00 a.m. to noon on Friday
Sept. 30 and Saturday Oct.
1. For more information,
visit the Albert Schweitzer
Organ Festival homepage.
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COURTESY OF Austinorgans.com
Trinity’s organ will be featured in this year’s Organ Festival.
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Cinestudio Preview: Jason Bourne Back in Action
TRIP SLAYMAKER ’18
A&E EDITOR
Jason Bourne does not
need to exercise. When
you never stop running,
jumping, sliding shooting
and brooding, exercise
just seems like overkill.
Though he had taken a
hiatus from the franchise,
the titular hero is back on
board, and Matt Damon
has had a pay raise. Longtime fans will greet Jason
Bourne as an old friend,
though of course he’s a loner who needs to practice
his spy moves, and has
no time for a social life.
In Jason Bourne, we
pick up with Bourne essentially where we left him:
unclear about his own personal history and leading
a very active lifestyle that
leaves little time for personal development. He’s
in Greece, hiding from the
C.I.A. cronies who want to
catch or kill him, and bare
knuckle boxes to pass the
time. Bourne seems emotionally conflicted, and
spends a few scenes splashing water on his face and
staring profoundly into

the mirror to make sure
that it’s very clear.
We feel for him, thanks
to some savvy performances from Damon. There
isn’t much there, but like
any good assassin, Bourne
must be blank. A personality would only get in the
way of the action, and that
must never happen. So the
likeable, but empty, Jason
Bourne is shunted from
one world city to another, and Matt Damon only
needs to convey the most
basic human emotions.
The same goes for Julia Stiles’ character, who
has appeared in several
past installments. She is
allowed a few very important sounding lines early
on in the movie, and finally brings Bourne out
of his exile. Stiles claims
to know new information
about his history, which
is relayed to us in overexposed and flickering flashbacks. Bourne must bring
the fight to the C.I.A. officials who were responsible for his terrible hardships, to seek revenge,
and protect national security at the same time.

Now that the plot is established, the movie seems
to feel there’s no need to
talk about it any more.
We are swept into the first
of the extended action sequences that divide the
movie. Bourne must navigate a political uprising
that dissolves into rioting
while the C.I.A. attempts
to capture him. This sequence is visually well
conceived, but very long,
and even the most kinetic action can begin to feel
monotonous. Bourne rides
a motorcycle through fire,
and makes split second
decisions that defy death,
but he stays silent and
unaffected through it all.
Tommy Lee-Jones and
Alicia
Vikander
work
together at the C.I.A.
to monitor and capture
Bourne. Both are able to
shed some emotion onto
the dry script: few actors
could make “Bring him
down,” or “take him out”
sound interesting, but
this is all they seem able
to say for long swathes of
the movie, while Bourne is
locked in nonstop action.
They all gaze concerned-

ly in C.I.A. headquarters
at their gigantic screen,
and fumble again and
again as Bourne outwits
them. This is the formula: Bourne will always appear to have lost the upper
hand, only to reveal that
he was three steps ahead
the entire time. It’s impossible for him to lose, and
he has no fear of death.
But what about death?
It has no weight in an action movie, and there is no
time for reflection. But as
Jason Bourne and the assassin played by Vincent
Cassel barrel backwards
through traffic and decimate dozens of cars, it’s
hard not to wonder if all
of this is really worth Jason’s life. Bourne may be
our hero, but if we bring
logic into the movie, as one
never should in these situations, he is undeniably
responsible for a large
number of civilian deaths.
That’s a little jarring under the topical
lens of some of the brief
non-action scenes in Jason Bourne, where characters mention Edward
Snowden, and discuss re-

al-world conflict and cyber
terrorism. There is even
a subplot starring Riz
Ahmed from “The Night
Of” that involves internet security and government intervention. Ahmed
struggled a bit to give his
lines the life they needed, but it’s not his fault.
Not many actors could
have saved that character.
Eventually
Bourne
fights all the right people,
and is allowed to go home.
It’s not clear what exactly
was stopping him in the
first place, but his story was
always just there to link
the action scenes together.
It’s hard not to be of
two minds about a movie
like Jason Bourne. It is an
action movie through and
through, so if you come
searching for a plot, abandon all hope. This movie
is meant only to entertain
by way of a little harmless
violence, and the pretense
of a spy thriller. Bourne
aims to please, and if you
can switch off your mind
for a little while, you’ll
see that it’s a very wellmade action film, and
that’s all it needs to be.

Album Review: Frank Ocean’s Visionary “Blond(e)”
KAREN NAVARETTE-MONTEJO ’20
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Christopher
Francis
“Frank” Ocean is a New
Orleans born artist who
left Louisiana after Hurricane Katrina hit in
2005 in order to continue
his music career. Frank
Ocean moved to Los Angeles, signed a contract
with Def Jam and became
a member of OddFuture,
the music label formed
by Tyler, The Creator. In
2011, Frank released his
first mixtape “Nostalgia,
Ultra” and then his debut album “Channel Orange” in 2012, and most
recently “Blond(e)” in
2016– all of which have
been critically acclaimed.
Similar to 2011, this
year has delivered revolutionary albums, from
Beyoncé’s “Lemonade” to
Kanye’s “The Life of Pablo”, Frank Ocean added
to the avant-garde music,
albeit later than expected, with the release of his
heavily anticipated album
and an unexpected visual
album. Four years after
“Channel Orange,” Frank
Ocean dropped “Endless”
a 45-minute-long visual
album and two versions
of “Blond(e).” Prior to the
albums’ release, Frank
Ocean’s website featured
a picture of two different
album covers with the caption “I got two versions. I
got twoooo versions.” The

two versions of “Blond(e)”
were the pop-up shop CD
version that accompanied
Frank Ocean`s magazine,
“Boys Don’t Cry,” and
the Apple Music version.
“Blond(e)”, originally rumored to be titled “Boys
Don’t Cry,” was intentionally titled two ways, with
and without the “e”, and
is theorized to be a statement on Frank Ocean`s
sexuality, as dropping the
“e” changes the gender of
the adjective.
Seen in the title, and
all throughout the album, Frank is a craftsman of wording and he
uses specific words to
convey profound ideas
and double meanings.
The prolonged release
of “Blond(e)” is rectified
by the quality and craftsmanship that went into
the making of this album.
“Blond(e)” is an album and
an experience, it speaks
of and to human experience, it speaks of love,
immortality, and time.
The first track and
music video on the album titled “Nikes” was
released before the rest
of “Blond(e).” The music video for “Nikes” was
directed by Tyrone Lebon, a London filmmaker, who describes his
creation as “a stream of
Frank’s consciousness.”
“Nikes” serves as a preface to “Blond(e)” by depicting a culmination of

the emotions that are
expressed in the album.
The emotions expressed
in the music video are
presented in a raw and
trippy manner, with cuts
to a satanic figure and
naked body parts. The
track makes a statement
on consumerism by referencing society’s materialistic tendencies with
the line, “all you want is
Nikes but the real ones.”
The track also sheds light
on the injustices plaguing black lives, with the
line “that n**** looked
just like me”, followed
by the face of Trayvon
Martin and then Frank
Ocean. Frank presents
the death of Trayvon
Martin as a consequence
of his skin color and indirectly expresses that the
cold blooded killings are
a continuation of racism.
“Pink + White,” the
third track on the album,
speaks about coming to
terms with the uncontrollable aspects of life.
Frank depicts the triviality behind the things
that cannot be controlled,
like the colors of the sky;
“every time we have no
control / if the sky is pink
and white / if the ground
is black and yellow.” This
track also commemorates
a past relationship with
the line, “You showed me
love / Glory from above
/ Regard me dear / It’s
all downhill from here.”

The track ends with “this
is life, life immortality” as
a realization that memories can create a feeling of
immortality. In his “Boys
Don’t Cry” magazine,
Frank Ocean comments
on the nostalgia that accompanies his teenage
years, stating “It’s surprisingly my favourite
part of my life so far. Surprising, to me, because
the current phase is what
I was asking the cosmos
for when I was a kid.
Maybe that part had its
rough stretches too, but
in my rearview mirror
it’s getting small enough

to convince myself it
was all good. And really
though It’s still all good.”.
Nostalgia, love, and
abstract aspects of life are
recurring themes in the
album that help create a
feeling of a non-linear narration of time, memories,
and experiences. Frank
Ocean relates the human
experience through the
juxtaposition of topics
like the past and the creation of the future, like
falling in love and falling
out of love. Frank Ocean’s
“Blond(e)” does more than
tell stories, it’s a vessel of
the human experience.

COURTESY OF Kevin Scanlon, The New York Times Redux.
Musician Frank Ocean recently released the new LP “Blonde.”
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Trinity Playing Host to the Pan-Am Squash Games
Continued from page 1

something with a more
global impact. For the first
time in its 24-year history,
the Pan American Squash
Championships will be
hosted in the United States,
at none other than the
home of the most successful
collegiate squash program
over the past two decades.
The Kellner Center will
play host to over 100 of
the Western Hemisphere’s
greatest squash players,
nine of which have donned
the Bantam blue and gold.
On the men’s side, current
Assistant Coach Chris Binnie ’12 swaps the Bantam
polo for the yellow and
green of Jamaica, while
current sophomore Nku

Patrick ’19 will play for
Trinidad. Juan Vargas ’16,
the 2016 team captain, returns to the third floor of
the Ferris Athletic Center
sporting Colombia gear after capturing the gold medal with fellow Colombian
Andres Herrera in Men’s
Doubles at the 2015 Games.
The women’s draw features six former Bantams.
Catalina Pelaez ’14 joins
Vargas representing Colombia, Nayelly Hernandez ’10
plays for Mexico, and Fernanda Rocha ’07 for Argentina. The remaining three are
a trio from El Salvador, featuring Pamela Larromana
’12, and sisters Andrea ’12
and Alexia Echeverria ’17.
“It’s an honor to be playing for El Salvador, and

especially with my sister.
I’m excited to be playing
doubles with her and hopefully getting a medal,” said
Alexia, the younger of the
two Echeverria sisters. “It’s
also great that the three of
us playing for El Salvador
have been students at Trinity and played for the team
in previous years. A lot of
Trinity alumni are participating so everyone is excited that the U.S. is hosting
this event for the first time.”
The face of Trinity
squash, Head Coach Paul
Assaiante, leads the American squad, who led the medal count with six at the 2015
Games in Toronto, Canada.
The other countries competing include: Canada, Chile,
Colombia, Dominican Re-

public, El Salvador, Guatemala, Jamaica, Mexico, Panama, Peru, and Trinidad.
The Opening Ceremonies of the Games took
place on Sunday, Sept. 18
in the Oosting Gymnasium. Competition began
on Sunday morning and

will take place throughout the week until Saturday, Sept. 24. Seven gold
medals are up for grabs in
men’s and women’s singles,
men’s and women’s doubles,
mixed doubles, and men’s
and women’s team events.

COURTESY OF Trinity College Athletics
Nine former Bantams represent their countries at the Games.

Cross Country First-years Making an Early Impact
MASON OSGOOD ’17
MANAGING EDITOR
The Trinity Men’s and
Women’s Cross Country
teams have begun an already impressive season
with their first two meets.

Both teams welcomed new
freshman runners at the
Trinity Bantam XC Invitational at Wickham Park
on Sept. 10. Rather than
the traditional 8k for men
and 6k for women, the Bantam Invitational was 5k

COURTESY OF Trinity College Athletics
“Ace” McAlister ’20 has shown great potential in his first races.

for both men and women.
The men placed second out of eight teams at
the Bantam Invitational.
Weyessa “Ace” McAlister ’20
placed first, and Zach Joachim ’19 placed fifth. The
Invitational also included
an alumni race, most alumni coming from past Trinity cross country teams.
Most notably was Patrick
Hoagland ’15 who placed
12th in the men’s race.
The women’s team placed
first out of eight teams.
Leading the Bantams was
Anna Barnes ’19 who placed
third. The rest of the women’s team placed sixth, seventh, eighth, and ninth with
Lauren Barrett ’19, captain
Sophie Long ’17, Grace Harrison ’20, and Samantha
Feenstra ’20 respectively.
Their most recent race,
the UMass-Dartmouth In-

vitational, also showcased
the new first-years skills.
On the men’s side, Trinity
placed ninth out of 33 teams.
McAlister placed first on the
team and fourth overall out
of 242 runners. He finished
13 seconds off the first place
time, and one second behind
third place Connecticut College runner Danny Aschale.
Trinity runners Joachim,
Tim Bogomolov ’20, and
Spencer Brown ’20 all finished in the top 100 runners.
Co-Captain Kyle Larson
’18 said of the first-year talent this year, “the freshman
class is a group of driven
athletes who are bringing
promising talent to our
young team. They seem determined and aware of the
fact that embracing the daily grind of training is essential to long-term success. I
see all of them making huge

improvements this year, as
they are all athletes with
the capacity to improve.”
The women’s team also
performed well at the UMass-Dartmouth
Invitational with a third place finish
out of 33 teams. Barrett
finished fourteenth, just 10
seconds off a top-10 performance. Barnes placed 20th.
“Our freshman class has
been absolutely essential for
our team. They are making
major strides in assisting
our team to move up in the
ranks,” said Long. “They
also bring an amazing attitude to practices and races,
which makes for a really
great environment to be in.”
The teams travel to
Lehigh University next
Saturday for the Paul
Short
Invitational,
the
biggest race the new firstyears have yet to see.

Trinity Rowing Collaborates With Local Nonprofit
CAMPBELL NORTH ’17
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
On Sunday, Oct. 2, the
Trinity College Men and
Women’s Rowing teams will
partner with the CT Fund
for the Environment (CFE)
in a fundraising event entitled “Row for the River.”
The goal of the event is to
raise donations, awareness
and support for maintaining the health and preserving the natural ecosystem
of the Connecticut River.
“We are on the Connecticut River every day
for practice, so this event
is very close to home,” said
Nadine Taghian ’17, who
has been a member of Trinity Women’s Rowing since

her fall 2013, “we want
to take care of it, just like
facilities would maintain
the grass on a sports field.”
The fundraiser coincides
with the Head of the Riverfront Regatta at Riverside
Park, where Trinity will
race in head-style competition. Both teams had successful 2015-16 seasons,
with Trinity taking fourth
in the Combined Overall
Points Trophy title in the
ECAC National Invitational Rowing Championship
Regatta last spring with 84
points between the men’s
and women’s programs.
The fundraiser is open
to everyone, from experienced rowers to landlubbers. Other Trinity stu-

dents and the Connecticut
community-at-large is encouraged to participate by
registering a fundraising
team of up to eight people
or contributing a general
donation to the fund online.
“The Connecticut River
is an amazingly beautiful
natural resource and it’s
very likely that the Trinity
Rowing teams spend more
time on the river than anyone else,” said Kevin MacDermott, who is entering his
eighth season as head coach
of Trinity Men’s Rowing.
The CFE supports fundraising events like Row for
the River in an effort to preserve the natural wildlife
and vitality of the Connecticut River. The nonprofit

also takes on initiatives like
the Connecticut Clean Water Fund, which helps stop
gallons of raw sewage from
being dumped in Connecticut rivers, streams, and
Long Island Sound, helps
restore the Sound’s dead
zone and make waters safer.

Anyone interested in
participating can find more
information by searching for the event online.
Prizes will be awarded to
the top individual fundraiser and top fundraising
team by midnight on Oct.
1, so don’t hesitate to sign

COURTESY OF Trinity College Athletics
CT Fund for Environment is a nonprofit organization focused on maintaining the health of the Connecticut River.
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Volleyball Shows Promise on Difficult Weekend
JUSTIN FORTIER ’18
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The Trinity Volleyball
team had a tough start to
their season standing 0-2 in
the NESCAC and 1-5 overall. The season began on a
very promising note with
a close 3-2 loss to Eastern
Connecticut State University. The Eastern Connecticut Warriors pull from
a much larger 4,420 base of
full-time undergraduates
with a strong recruiting
presence in high schools
throughout
Connecticut;
the five set match the Bantams fought out was certainly an accomplishment.
In the public versus
private matchup, Eastern
Conn. and Trinity stayed
neck and neck throughout
the first set with at last
Eastern pulling away with
a two-point lead to end the
set 25-27. The Bantams
moved quickly to take the
second 25-18, and then the
third 25-16 in quick succession. Trinity powered
through thanks to per-

formances from Collette
Scheffers ’20 – a strong
rookie in her college debut,
as well as Hanna Engstrom
’19 and Claudia Varner ’18.
The fourth set did not go
smoothly for the Bantams,
and the Warriors slid the
set count to 2-2 with a 1425 effort. The final set was
up for grabs, and remained
close, but was ended without fanfare at 12-15. The
following games were a
series of disappointments
with a glimmer of excitement during a hotly contested three set sweep of
Westfield state at the final
day of the Trinity Volleyball
Invitational. This game followed a tough loss to Clark
University earlier that day.
The Westfield matchup
highlighted a competitive
contest as well. The Owls
flew out in front to start off
the first set, but the Bantams quickly proved that
flightless birds can indeed
be superior, and went on
an offensive assault. With
a comfortable six-point
lead, the Bantams coast-
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Freshman Collette Scheffers ’20 prepares to serve the ball in a match against Eastern Conn.
ed into the final points of
the set, before comfortably finishing at 25-19.
The second set was a
fight for momentum as the
Owls surged to a 9-2 lead
over the Bantams. However, the Trinity ladies were
as resilient as they clawed
their way to an even matchup at 24-all. It may have
been the carelessness of
Westfield state, or the sheer

willingness to win from
Trinity, but an unforced error by the Owls put Trinity
ahead by one to reach the
set-point score of 26-25.
Carter Stanci ’20 proved
to be a strong new asset, as
she closed out the second
set; 27-25. With the Owls’
wings clipped, the Bantams
effortlessly ran through
to the finish; closing the
final set with the larg-

est lead of the day; 25-18.
All in all the Bantams
have had a tough start
to the season, but have
wrapped those in a few
moments of brilliance.
The power of the team is
certainly coming from its
younger members, which
is a great foundation for
the rest of the season and
beyond, once the team is
able to mature together.

Football Looking to Regain Title After Three-year Drought
IAN McDONALD ’20
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The Trinity College football team comes into the 2016
season with high expectations. Last year’s second place
finish got them back on track
after two fourth place finishes
in the previous years. Second
place isn’t an option this year
though, 8-0 is the only acceptable outcome for the 2016
season, according to captain
Spencer Donahue ’17. Without
an 8-0 and first place finish,
this year’s senior class would
be the first since 2002 to end
their careers without a ring.
Captain Paul McCarthy
’16 said his team, “The talent is unquestioned, we have
the best in the league, it’s
going to come down to hard
work and discipline to reach
8-0.” McCarthy is a returning all-league player leading

the defensive side this year.
McCarthy and Donahue
look to lead the helm of a dominant defense, which includes
All- NESCAC players Yosa
Nosamiefan ’17, Liam Kenneally ’18, and Matt D’Andrea ’17, with other returning veterans Patrick Dorsey
’17 and Shane Libby ’19. Air
Force Academy transfer Henderson Watkins ’17 looks to
fill the other starting linebacker spot after being hampered with injuries in 2015.
On the offensive side,
a group that averaged 26
points per game last season
comes back with nine out
of 11 starters. Last season’s
NESCAC Rookie of the Year,
Max Chipouras ’19, looks to
have another dominant season behind an offensive line
which returns three starters.
While the line will need to fill
the void left by All-NESCAC

Sat
Football
v. Bates
1 p.m.

standout Matthew Porter ’16,
All-NESCAC tackle Chris
Simmons ’18, and guards
Joe Farrah ’17 and Angel Tejada ’17 return to the front.
The skill group will feature the same weapons that
it did a year ago with Sonny
Puzzo ’18 running the show
at quarterback. All-NESCAC
receiver Bryan Vieira ’18

and All-NESCAC returner/
receiver Darrien Myers ’17
look to provide the offense
with explosive plays. Veteran
Nick Gaynor ’17 returns to receiver after a year of playing
running back, and Matthew
Hirshman ’18 and Cliff David
’18 also return to the lineup.
With the preseason coming to a close, the Bantams

are looking to break in the
new field turf at Jessee-Miller Field with a strong statement win against the Bates
Bobcats at their home opener
on Sep. 24th. They will follow that with a trip to Williamstown, MA to take on
the Williams Ephs in one of
the most highly contested rivalries in NESCAC history.
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The senior class looks to capture its first NESCAC Championship ring before graduating.
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